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Summary
MAIN TOPICS MODULE

New Wording for Modules and Analytics  ALL

New UI for Aether login page ALL

Data Studio  - Annotation Report ( MVP) Data Studio

Data Studio - New advanced  3D viewer Data Studio

Data Studio - 3D viewer and advanced 3D viewer - measure Data Studio

Data acquisition  - Visual Improvements Data Acquisition

Season Planner  - Visual Improvements  Data Acquisition

Data acquisition - Wording Update Data acquisition

Season Planner  - Wording  Improvements Season Planner

Data Studio  - Project  Interface update Data Studio
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The Aether platform and business use cases have evolved significantly since the initial platform release.
Some of the terminology used to date no longer reflects the current product or its vision.
To improve the global consistency of the platform, we have updated some of the module names and icons to better fit 
their purpose, and renamed and re-categorised the analytics in our analytics catalogue.

Aether Rebranding

link to kb

https://help.alteia.com/aether-wording-updates?from_search=128583161
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Description
New wording for the modules names and analytic display name and description

New wording for Modules and Analytics

                       OLD   NEW

Your sites -> Data Studio (icon updated)

Season planner = Season planner (icon updated)

Data Capture -> Data Acquisition

Asset inspector -> Digital inspection (icon updated)

Analysis management -> Analysis

Asset viewer -> Insight

Operation management -> Operations

Dataflow -> Data Flow

User & company manager -> Administration (icon updated)

link to kb

https://help.alteia.com/aether-wording-updates?from_search=128583161
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As part of the platform rebranding project, we have renamed and re-categorised our analytics catalogue to make it 
consistent and allow easier tools access. Our tools are now divided into 4 categories: Computing Tool, Feature 
Extraction, Transformation Tool and Vegetation Assessment.
No impact on modules or on custom analytics.

New wording for Modules and Analytics

COMPUTING TOOL

FEATURE EXTRACTION

TRANSFORMATION TOOL

VEGETATION ASSESSMENT 

Generate advanced 2D maps or 3D models from 
your raw data.

Extract business features such as assets, assets 
properties or attributes from your raw data.

Perform transformations on your data, such as 
converting, cropping or aggregating data.

Assess the condition or characteristics of 
vegetation.

link to kb

https://help.alteia.com/aether-wording-updates?from_search=128583161
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We have rebranded the Aether platform and are embedding the new identity into the platform, starting with the login 
page of the platform.
Enterprise accounts not impacted.

New UI for Aether login page

Link to kb

http://help.alteia.com/en_US/getting-started/login-to-the-platform-by-using-a-password
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New capability to export annotation layers as PDF report. Reports contains annotations and the orthomosaic in background

Construction use case: extract a report (ex: action plan) from all the annotations of a construction site
Agricultural use case: extract a report of field observations (anomalies on the plants…) detected in the field (infield app) or on a map

Data Studio (ex Your Sites) - Annotation Report 
Link to kb

Video tuto

https://help.alteia.com/smart-annotation-tools/2196832-annotation-report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgFG8K34QFc
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ydindsHc3OVbqBXp9UoBqjr8uiDnUNFy/preview
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New Advanced 3D viewer to manage large 3D Models (up to 2Go or 5 millions of points and more than 10 textures of 8192x8192).
The new viewer is activable at project creation (former 3D viewer still available)
Limitation: point cloud files are not compatible at the moment with the Advanced 3D viewer.

Data Studio - New advanced  3D viewer
Link to kb

New project creation form Advanced 3D viewer

https://help.alteia.com/en_US/data-contextualization-and-visualization-/advanced-3d-viewer?draft=true
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Slope and height measure tools have now a measure pop-up as the other measure tools

Data Studio - 3D viewer and advanced 3D viewer - measure  
Link to kb

https://help.alteia.com/data-computational-toolkit/measurement-tool?from_search=128309336
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New badge style for statuses to match platform 
graphic charter

Data Acquisition - Visual improvements

New badge style for statuses to match platform 
graphic charter

Season Planner - Visual improvements

Tasks 
status

Field report 
status

Data sets 
status

DTM and Plots status

Estimation Method status

Estimation Method dashboard
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Asset Manager becomes Resources to match platform new terminologies  

Data Acquisition - Wording update
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Asset Manager becomes Resources to match platform new terminologies  

Season Planner - Wording update
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New icon (arrow) to return to the Data Studio home page.

Data Studio - Project  Interface update
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